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Foreword
Andrea RIEMENSCHNITTER (University of Zurich)
Jessica IMBACH (University of Zurich)
Justyna JAGUSCIK (University of Zurich)
Local communities know many ghosts who are remembered in different forms, 
temporalities and intensities. Similarly, world history breeds its own monsters, among whom some 
are more intrusive in the realm of the living and extensive in their spatial reach than others. Since 
the time of the explorers, European blueprints of an allegedly universal modernity were exported 
globally — together with its aporia and contradictions, thus producing rather powerful specters. 
The ghosts of this hegemonic modernity continue to haunt Asian cultural representations after 
the demise of colonialism, accompanying the post-Cold-War integration of formerly colonial 
or socialist regimes and societies into the global capitalist political economy. Although there is a 
wealth of innovative, (post-)modern aesthetic representations that venture to engage the various 
ancient ghost beliefs and more recent, translocal specters in dialogues, the study of Asian ghosts 
with some notable exceptions has been dominated by ethnographic research. In November 2011, 
a workshop on “Ghosts in Asian Cinemas” organized at the University of Zurich brought together 
scholars of various regional cinematographic cultures that share a vivid interest in the study of 
movies involving a multitude of revenants from local mythologies to globally commemorated sites 
of calamity, and from individual spontaneous encounters to collective necromantic ceremonies. 
One year later, in November 2012, the Centre for Humanities Research of Lingnan University 嶺
南大學人文學科研究中心 cooperated with the Department of Cultural and Religious Studies of 
the Chinese University of Hong Kong 香港中文大學文化及宗教研究系 in the organization of 
its first “Ghost Culture Festival: From Chaos to Order” 鬼文化節：從混亂到秩序 that included 
an academic workshop, film screenings arranged by the Hong Kong Film Archive 香港電影資
料館, opera performances, poetry readings and a Taoist ghost ritual conducted by priests from 
Kowloon’s Ling Chan Taoist Temple 凌燦道院.1 The festival focused on ghosts and death rituals 
as a socio-cultural phenomenon, stressing the experience of geohistorical, cultural and bodily forms 
of transcendence and in-betweenness.
The selection of papers presented in this special issue reflects a common concern of both 
conferences to bridge the gap between the ghost as a theoretically productive figure of thought 
(to mention here is a recently proclaimed “spectral turn”), its “real” blueprints, i.e., the times 
and places the that ghosts draw us to, as well as their aesthetic afterlife in literature, cinema, and 
pop culture. Focusing especially on the dynamic aspects of Asian ghostlore, we look at diverse 
engagements with ghosts as they gain momentum in cultural performances during moments of 
1　 Ref.: http://www.crs.cuhk.edu.hk/en/ghostcf_opening.php
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rupture, crisis and accelerated change. This is especially pronounced in the first group of essays 
that study the heterogeneous temporality of the ghost as steeped in the politics of memory, trauma, 
and history. Here, the question of how ghosts can be represented often also becomes a censorship 
issue.
Jessica Imbach introduces two special issues of the Shanghai humour magazine Analects 
Fortnightly 論語半月刊, both of which were dedicated to ghost stories and edited by the poet 
Shao Xunmei 邵洵美 (1906-1968). Imbach discusses the difficulties of representing and writing 
about ghosts against the background of the New Literature humanist and patriotic discourses, the 
secularization of literature and the tense political situation of the late 1930s. Specifically Shao’s 
editorial and the four ghost stories she introduces, written on the eve of the victory of an aesthetic 
monopoly of realist literature, bespeak alternative Republican-era literary practices, whose impact 
on modern Chinese literature has not yet been sufficiently studied. Her reading demonstrates 
how the open space offered by Shao to those writing about ghosts became a place for dramatic 
interrogation of the contributors’ self-representation as modern, Chinese, male intellectuals as well 
as their negotiations of China’s literary modernity.
Kasia Ancuta looks at commercial horror films in Thailand, that take inspiration from 
real life events, and that at times meticulously reconstruct and re-enact within the cinematic 
narrative itself original crime scenes and newspaper articles. The cinematic methods of archiving 
memories differ greatly, however, depending on the political nature of the traumatic event. While 
famous crime cases and accidents are often given ample room within horror narratives and add 
realistic colour to the supernatural events, thornier subject matters, such as the 1976 massacre at 
Thammasat University in Bangkok, can only be referenced very obliquely. As long as such national 
traumata are denied closure, Ancuta concludes, they will continue to re-surface in Thai horror 
movies that can in turn become lieux de mémoire. 
But ghosts pose not only a challenge to a normative, linear time, they also call geopolitical 
configurations into question, as Natalie Boehler shows in her analysis of the central dream 
sequence in Apichatpong Weerasethakul’s award-winning movie Uncle Boonmee Who Can Recall 
His Past Lives (2010). Through recourse to local spirits and tropes of transience, Weerasethakul 
construes a multi-layered cinematic landscape of Isarn and its complex history within the Thai 
nation. Characteristic for Weerasethakul’s intellectual cinema is, furthermore, a highly self-reflexive 
style. In particular, Boehler focuses on his use of still photography, arguing that it engages in 
a meta-cinematic dialogue with iconic events, figures and images in Thai and European (film) 
history that considerably extends the significance of the ghosts of Northeastern Thailand, as they 
reach way beyond national and generic boundaries.
Elisabeth Scherer addresses differences in the representations of the female ghost O-Iwa. 
She initially appears in the original kabuki piece, Tokaido Yotsuya Kaidan (1825), followed by 
modernist cinematic (re)interpretations and revisions of the revenge story in Shinshaku Yotsuya 
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Kaidan (1949) and Tokaido Yotsuya Kaidan (1959). Scherer discusses haunting gaps in the 1949 
screen adaptation of the premodern play, created by the censorship of American Occupation. She 
argues that, through the displacing of the main topic of violence inherent to female oppression, 
suicide and revenge from the original script, and the replacement with a scholarly psychoanalytical 
explanation, censors unintentionally revealed themselves to an audience familiar with the original 
plot. Additionally, the passive and submissive figure of O-Iwa, deprived of her original agency, 
was intended as a critique of premodern ideals of femininity, against which the occupants and 
modernizers spoke in unison. In conclusion of her paper, while referring to the 1959 movie, 
Scherer suggests that the figure of the female revenant regained her terrifying, representational 
power and agency after the end of the occupation.
Similar to the influence of the yūrei on Japanese horror cinema, the creative legacy of 
Chinese opera that has become one of the most endearing features of Hong Kong cinema, is 
probably nowhere more apparent than in the frequency with which the female revenant as an 
iconic figure of classical stage drama has appeared on its silver screens. This is manifest in her 
lasting appeal not only to local but also to international audiences. Leung Ping-kwan’s 梁秉鈞 
contribution (written by Chan So-yee 陳素怡 based on his bequeathed notes and powerpoint 
presentation) explores one chapter in the history of this transcultural medial cross-fertilization 
through an analysis of the various adaptations of Zhou Chaojun’s 周朝俊 famous ghost opera 
Red Flowering Plum 紅梅記 (17th century). From the Ming Dynasty 明朝 up until the present 
the script has seen numerous adaptations on stage and on screen, both in Hong Kong and the 
Mainland. Through a close analysis of the various plot arrangements and staging techniques 
adopted by different writers and cinematographers, Leung traces the shifting aesthetic paradigms 
of the ghost play throughout the 20th century. Perhaps most importantly, his work challenges the 
idea of neat boundaries between Hong Kong and Mainland Chinese culture production, especially 
during the 1950s and 1960s, as both The Red Plum as well as his own creative and academic 
projects bridge different times, places and disciplines.
Already in its earliest usages, the Chinese character for ghost 鬼 (gui) designated alterity 
both in the sense of being external to one’s own sociolinguistic and cultural realms as well as in 
the sense of the otherworldly. This polysemy is preserved in the ritual distinction between kin 
and non-kin; while deceased relatives become ancestors, those dislocated from their hometowns 
or without ritual-observing family members transmute into ghosts (gui). Given Hong Kong’s 
colonial history and its largely migrant and refugee population, it is not surprising then that it has 
become a particularly fertile breeding ground for ghost stories. Focusing on the psycho-sociological 
role of ghost stories in “narrating communities,” Chin Wan-kan 陳雲根 discusses a number of 
famous Hong Kong ghost stories as both local memory and unofficial history. In this way Chin 
demonstrates their lasting impact on the experience of Hong Kong life. 
Fong Ho-yin 方浩然 reflects both upon the repressed history and the present era of Hong 
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Kong. In his discussion of the incessantly transforming cityscape, Fong introduces the figure of the 
specter Fleur from Stanley Kwan’s 關錦鵬 (1957-) film Rouge 胭脂扣 (1987) as a “cultural tour 
guide.” According to him, Fleur’s 如花 tragic love story can also be allegorically read as an erratic 
figure of Hong Kong’s volatile cultural history. Consequently, Fong perceives the revenant not 
only as a symbol of the city’s past, but also of the premodern condition, from which contemporary 
Hongkongers have become uncannily disconnected. As such Fleur’s reappearance evokes in 
modern city dwellers a sense of nostalgia for long forgotten places and emotions — be they Hong 
Kong’s Western District, or the desire for romantic everlasting love. In the final part of his paper, 
Fong focuses on the contemporary city as a global marketplace. He claims that 2003, the year 
of SARS, concurrently marks the moment in which the PRC actually began to take control over 
Hong Kong. Moreover, it was the year in which film and Cantopop stars Anita Mui 梅艷芳 
(1963-2003) and Leslie Cheung 張國榮 (1956-2003), who acted as Fleur and her unreliable lover 
in Rouge, both died. Like Fleur, argues Fong, Mui and Cheung have turned into symbols of an 
independent Hong Kong, the ghostly presence of which haunts the city’s contemporary “capitalism 
with Chinese characters.” 
The prolific convergence of Hong Kong’s hotchpotch of stories and transcultural heritage 
can best be observed in one author’s lifework. Andrea Riemenschnitter analyzes a selection of 
Leung Ping-kwan’s (Ye Si 也斯) creative writings from a vantage point of recurring themes and 
motives, and shows how these same can be read as ingenious variations on what she calls “aesthetics 
of spectrality.” This aesthetic is just as deeply indebted to Hong Kong’s turbulent history and 
unique geopolitical position as it is relevant to an ethical response to the accelerated cycle of a 
global crisis in the Anthropocene, the era of irreversible human impact on the eco-system reaching 
planet-altering dimensions. The question of responsibility is at the core of his writings. How do 
we respond to the tragic deaths of Chinese migrants in Italian factories? To the sudden appearance 
of a whale at Hong Kong’s shores? To the destruction of landscapes and an environmental 
degradation that is threatening our material and mental livelihoods? And in what linguistic and 
imaginative idiom can a Hong Kong poet address these complex planetary issues? Riemenschnitter 
juxtaposes two (post-)modern critiques of the capitalist system: the transgressive position holds 
that there is an “outside” to the system from which radical social transformation can be imagined 
and ultimately realized, while accelerationist theories believe that such a position is idealist at best, 
complicit with the capitalist system at worst and only a subversive practice that pushes the self-
destructive tendencies inherent to the capitalist system to the brink will ultimately lead to radical 
change. In the case of Leung it would, however, be difficult to firmly assume him on any one 
side of the philosophical argument. His calm and conciliatory style, his lyrical reflections on the 
immaterial and ephemeral should not be thought of as a systematized writing of a poetic third way, 
but as a ghostly passage leading audiences out of this theoretical impasse. It extends us a friendly 
invitation to pause and listen to Hong Kong’s ghosts while they restlessly shuttle between the city’s 
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(post-)colonial legacies and its possible future incarnations.
Ours is not the time, these papers collectively show, in which ghosts put up walls to entrap 
the living as the Chinese proverb “walls built by ghosts” 鬼打牆 (gui da qiang) holds. Rather we 
are living in an era of self-made entrapment or ren da qiang 人打牆 as the Shanghai/Hong Kong 
writer Xu Xu 徐訏 (1908-1980) had already stated in his 1930s urban fantasy tale “Ghost Love” 
鬼戀 (1936), out of which, in a remarkable turn of fortunes, those atavistic, exotic, superstitious, 
at times horrifying and at times amiable ghosts may now guide us to possible routes of escape. 
What our conflict-ridden present world seems to clamour for with an uncannily flourishing 
ghostlore is a thorough reflection on the manifold exclusions global modernity has been built 
upon. Ghosts embody both, memories of repressed pasts and a lingering spiritual presence that was 
eagerly denounced as superstition by modernizing national regimes. As such, they arguably haunt 
societies in less harmful ways than trauma cocooned in silence and amnesia. Strangely, they still 
await full recognition as equally modern rather than meeting with scientific arrogance or contempt 
dismissing them as figures of a residual non-modern consciousness.
Leung Ping-kwan’s strong, lifelong commitment to, and poetic reflection of Hong Kong 
city-life, which is determined by its historical, cultural, and economic connectivities more than 
by any essentialized form of identity, inspired the two cities’ cultural ghost projects as much as his 
academic research on the afterlife of Cantonese opera in Hong Kong’s movies. A joint research 
project with the University of Zurich was in the making when Leung, also known in his writer’s 
alias as Ye Si, left the realm of the living. In remembrance of his generous support for those 
contributing to Hong Kong’s vibrant cultural life, as well as of his dedication to a meaningful 
transposition of ancient cultural forms into modern contexts, which to him naturally implied 
creative acts of reanimation by cross-fertilization, we wish to dedicate this volume to him. May his 
border-crossing oeuvre and amiable personality continue to guide Hong Kong and the world in its 
difficult passage through times of geopolitical confusion.
Zurich, October 6, 2014
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